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I. INTRODUCTION. 
Most power supplies for use in electronic instruments 

transform the incoming line voltage to a suitable value, 
rectify it, and filter the resuItant dc in a straightforward 
and thoroughly calculabIe manner. Calculations should 
be performed not merely to minimize trial and esror i n  
securing the desired output but primarily to ensure a n  
economical and reliable design in which each element 
Operates within its ratings. This des ign  procedure, used 
in conjunction with ESPD-TR, RON-CORED COIL WINDINGS, 
and applicable specifications on capacitors and rectifiers, 
permits rigorous design of dc power supplies.' It repIaces, 
for all but the roughest purposes, the paragraph i n  ESPD-TR 
titled CURRENT DENSITY. 

The transformer must be designed with sufficient copper 
to keep the temperature rise acceptable; to do so requires 
a knowledge of the effective (rms) current. This current 
depends not only on the load curtent but aIso an the choice 
of rectifier and filter circuits and, in  particular, on the value 
of current-limiting resistance in the circuit (R in Figure 1). f 

In order to choose a rectifier with suitable ratings, the 
surge and peak currents a s  well  as the effective current must 
be known. The rectifies must be protected from too great a 

An excellenr supplementary reference is: 

O.H.Schade, "Analysis of Rectifier Operation," Proc. IRE, Vol 31, 
PP 341-361, July 8 4 3 .  

current inmsh (surge current) when the power is f i r s t  supplied 
to the rectiBer, that is, with a compIeteIy discharged first 
filter capacitor. This problem never arose with a vacuum 
tube with a heated cathode; even the time to bring a direct- 
heated fiIarnent up to temperature would control the inrush. 
Selenium and silicon rectifiers, on the ocher hand, are in- 
stantaneously in fulI operating condition, and hence are 
current limited only by the source impedance, unless added 
resistance (R , see Figure 1) is employed. Tuttle, who has  

C 
studied these rectifiers exhaustively, says that i f  the effec- 
tive or rms current through the rectifier is limited to 2.5 
times the rated dc for the rectifier in a half-wave circuit, 
the current inrush will be limited to a vaIue the rectifiers can 

tolerate. Most modern semiconductor rectifiers carry explicit 
surge ratings. 

In order to obtain satisfactory capacitor life, it is not 
only necessary to operate within the dc voltage ratings but 

aIso within the ripple cutrent rating. The capacitor ripple 
current must be limited for two reasons: 

a. The capacitor may overheat and slowly deteriorate 
by drying out, or even explode. 

b. The inverse voltage drop caused by the ripple cur- 

rent gradually forms up the cathode, reducing i t s  
capacitance from infinite to a finite value, thus 
reducing with time, in many cases, the terminal 
capacitance of the capacitor. 



W e  shall first show a generalized circuit in order KO 

define terms used subsequently, then make some genera1 
observations concerning choke input and Iarge capacitor 
input filters, and comments on the choice of circuit. 
Design curves and formulas will  then be presented, which 
permit determination of voltages, currents, circuit resis- 
tance, transformer utilization, and illustrate various inter- 
relationships between these quantities. Fortunately, the 
only caIcuIntisns required are simple arithmetic, and most 
of the required information can be obtained directly from 
the design curves. 

Figure 1. Generalized rectifier-fiffer circuit. 

I I .  GENERALIZED CIRCUIT. 
This sketch, Figure 1, is a one. It is not 

necessary that  a11 components shown here shouId appear 
in every case. These not appearing in  the user's circuit 
will, of course, be omitted. 

Here are observations about t h e  various quantities 
shown: 
E,, , - This  is the rms open-circuit value of voltage 

supplying the rectifier-filter system, which 
should be the  transformer input voltage times 

V l  the turns ratio. It equals - 0' 
V - This is the peak open-circuit value of voItage 

supplying the rectifier-filter system. l e  equaIs 

fi X E,,,. 

R, - This is the resistance of the source. It consists 
of the reflected value of the hot dc resistance of 
the primary, pIus that (if any) of the power source, 
plus the ha t  dc resistance of the rectifier secondary 
(the average of the two halves if this is full-wave). 
(Although this I s  now usually referred as  a "center- 
tapped full-wave" rectifier, the older simpIer 
"full-wave" term i s  retained for consistency with 
the Transformer Manual.) A t  40 OC rise, resistance 
is increased about 155: over room-temperature value. 

R, - Thig  i s  the forward resistance of the rectifier. In 

the case of a hard electron tube, this value is not 

constant, but no serious error wiIl be introduced if 
i t  is assumed to be constant, deriving it from the 
published values of voltage drop a t  given current. 

E, - This i s  the voltage drop in the case of a rectifier 
where this eathet than rhe resistance is a constant. 

Mercury and other gaseous rectifier tubes fu l f i l l  
this condition, and the drop in a siIicon rectifier 
may need to be taken into account i n  Iow-valtage 
designs. 

R S E ,  - In some cases, i t  may be helpful to use both of these 
to simulate the rectifier. This is useful, for instance, 
in  the case of a selenium rectifier where the voltage- 
versus-current curve first jumps suddenIy and then 
starts off along a sloping straight line. E, would 
be the intercept of the sloping line an the voltage 
axis, R, i t s  slope. 

L, -This is the inductance of the source, otherwise 
leakage inductance. It will usually be ignored, 
except in  the case of sophisticated calculations or 
i n  very heavily loaded cases where the drop across 
the load is much less  than that through t h e  several 
parts of the source. 

f-[ -This i s  the feed inductor. Its reactance i n  henrys 
shouId be equaI to a t  Ieasr 1/1000 of the load re- 

R, + R z  + R j  
sistance in ohms or 

I000 in the case of 
MI-wave rectification from a GO-cycIe supply. For 
other supply frequencies, rnuItiply inductance by 
60/f. 

R f  - This is the feed resistor. If there is a feed inductor, 
it is the resistance thereof. Otherwise, if it exists, 

it is the resistor added in to keep the effective cur- 
rent through the rectifier within bounds. 

V, -This i s  the dc  voltage across the input filter capac- 
itor. 

CI -Input capacitor. 

C2 
C3 

) -Other filter capacitors if employed. 

L1 } -Filter inductors if employed. 
L2 

) -If there are filter inductors, these resistors are 
RZ 

usually the resistances of the inductors. If there 
are no inductors, they are the filtering resistors, 
if present. 

VL -This is the dc load voltage. 

R3 -This is the equivalent resistance of the dc  Ioad, 

VL which equals -- 
10 

111. FILTERS. 

A. Choke-Fed Filters. 

These are generally used only with full-wave recti- 
fiers. With half-wave rectifiers, the size of the inductor 
needed to  store enough energy for the long off period gets 
preposterous. In the fulI-wave case: 



I,, , =0.75 I,  The use of electrolytic capacitors at fiIter inputs has 

(Hard Tubes) 

E r m S = 1 . I L  I o ( R ,  * R , + R f + R 1 + R 2 + R 3 )  -- 
(Gas tubes) 

E,,, =1.11 kr + I , ( R , + R f  t R l  +R2 +IZjg 

A11 values on t h e  right side of these equations have 
been established once the rectifier is chosen and the 
design of the filter established, except the value of R , ,  
which i s  somewhat uncertain. The primary crrntribution 
can be  calcvla ted fairly closely fmm an intelligent rough 
guess a t  the  value of E,,,, enabling one to calculate the 
reflected vaIue. The guess  for E,, ,will also give a rough 
first idea of the rectifier secondary turns. From th is  a 

secondary contribution to R,  may be calculated using a 
wire  size appropriate for % of I, (for the full-wave case). 

If the E,, , t h u s  calculated is too far from the guess on 
which 31, was based,  only one mote guess is re- 
quired to get sufficient  agreement. 

B. Lurge (Quasi-Infinite)-Capacitor-Fed Filter. 
The beautiful simplicity of the choke-fed case does 

not carry over t o  instances where the first filter element 
is a very large capacitor, or even a smaIl capacitor. Where- 
3 s  the rectifier is conducting constantly i n  the choke-fed 

- case ,  the  conduction angle of the  capacitor-fed case is 
always less than 180~. Ic repeats once a cycle for half 
wave and twice  a cycle for full wave, Figure 2 shows 
roughly how th is  looks i n  t h e  full-wave case, both volt- 
age across C1 and the success ive  current waves through 
a full-wave rectifier being shewn. It will be fairly obvious 
how to modify the picture if  half-wave rectification is 
employed. 
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Figure 2. Capgcitor-inpuf filter waveforms. 

reduced input ripple voltage to the point where the capa- 
citance can be considered infinite for purposes of calcu- 
lation of the currents in the transformers and rectifiers. 
It can be ssee tha t  the voItage across CI would be a flat 
horizontal line if  C1 were infinite. Under such conditions 
there would be no hum or ripple on she rectified dc, and 
the conduction angle wouId be  symmetricalIy disposed 
about the 30 voltage maximum. 

Perhaps the ea s i e s t  way to understand what goes on 
here is to consider what happens in the  circuit  a s  the  
ratio between source and load resistances varies. In 
Figure 1, CI separates source and load with respect to 
itself, respectiveIy at left and right. C1 belongs to neither 
alone, yet  contributes to the character  of each. 

For these purposes, let: 

IE = R ,  + R, + R t  and R, = R r  S R 2  f Rj .The ratio 
R/R, then determines the conduction angle. As t h i s  de- 
creases, that is, as the rectifier becomes more lightly 
loaded, the conduction angle decreases, I,, , and Ie f f  
(see  Figure 3 )  go up in  terms af I,, and the voltage l o s s  

(VI/V, - I) goes down. ( V r  = E,,,\rZ). Ripple voltage 
and current formuIas for various circuits  are shown in 
Figure 3. 

The data are based on the assumption of large capa- 
citance, i.e., CR,> 250, where C is in microfarads and 

R, i n  kilohms. The calculated values of ripple voltage 
will tend to be higher than those observed experimentally 
since e3ectroIytic capacitors  generally have significantly 
more than rated capacitance. The  calculated capacitor 
rippIe current is tha t  which would be measured by a ther- 
mocouple instrument connected i n  ser ies  with the capa- 
citor. If the capacitor ripple current is greater than per- 

mitted, the  capacitor should be  paralleled by another 
similar unit;  s ince  capacitance values will not in general  
be matched, the allowable ripple curtent wIlI not be quite 
doubled. A rating of 1% times the single capacitot rating 
wouId be conservative. Alternatively, or in  addition, i t  may 
be desirable to increase R/R, , nod correspondingly, 
Y to permit reduction of the  ripple current (See ~ i g u r e  5 . )  
Note that, by industry pract ice,  the allowable capacitor 
ripple current for a fundamental a t  60 c/s is approximarety 
80% of the usuaI value for a fundamental at 120 c/s; this 

reduction should be applied when using half-wave or full- 
wave doubler circuits for which the fundamental compo- 
nent of the  ripple is st 60 cycles. 

IV. COMPARISON OF RECTIFIER CIRCUITS. 
A few genera1 comments regarding the  choice of circuit 

are i n  order, No one circuit is universally preferable because 
each one has advantages and drawbacks. Transformer, recti- 
fier, and filter cos t  all vary with the circuit chosen, 



Figure 3 shows each circuit with associa ted  data on peak 
inverse voltage, ripple voltage and current, rectifier suge 
current, and interpretation of symbols. 

A. Half Wave Circuit. 

The simple half-wave circuit minimizes rectifier cost, 

but suffers from poor transformer utilization, which resul t s  
in a need for more copper to keep heating reasonable, and 
also  requires e m a  filtering to keep ripple down. Tbe half- 
wave circuit is primarily usefuI for low-current, high-voIt- 
age applications where rectifier cos t  is an important factor 
and filtering is easy because of the  small load current. 

8. Fullf-Wave Circuit. 

The dull-wave circuit may be regarded as two paralIeled 
half-wave circuits  operating on alternate half cycles. This 
circuit provides samewhat less than haIf the ripple voltage 
of the half-wave circuit. The transformer heating current 
is half that  of the half-wave rectifier, but, if the  winding 
is confined t o  the same space, the  resistance through which 
this  current passes is approximately four times that  of the 
half-save case, so the  transformer heating is not much changed. 
The greater number of films of finer wire can be expected 
to make for a more expensive winding. The use of two recti- 
fiers doubles the available dc output cursem over the half- 
wave case insofar as rectifier ratings are concerned. This 
circuit is attractive when rectifier and filter costs  are more 
important than optimum transformer urili zation. 

C. Full-Wave Doubler Circuit. 

The full-wave doubler circuit may be regarded as two series- 
connected half-wave circuits operating on alternate half 
cycles. Because the same winding is used in both half 
cycles, the transformer utilization is improved so that  trans- 

former heating is approximately one-haIf of that for the half- 
wave case, providing t he  same window area  was occupied 
by the twn secondary windings. This circuit also requires 
only haIf the peak inverse voltage rating of the half-wave 
or full-wave rectifier circuits. It does require twice the  num- 
ber of filter capacitors for the same ripple as the half-wave 
circuit,  each  capacitor being of the same d u e  a s  for the 
half-wave c a s e  but rated at half the voItage, and requires 
the low side of one of the capacitors to be hot t o  ground. 
D. Bridge Circuit. 

The bridge circuit may be regarded as taro parallel- 
connected half-wave circuits operating on al ternate half 
cycles. The transformer winding is used on both half 
cycles, resulting i n  the  same efficient utilization as for 
the full-wave doubler. A s  with t he  full-wave doubler, the 
peak inverse voItage rating is half of that for the half-wave 
or full-wave case. Filtering is efficient, with somewhat 
Iess than haIf the ripple olpput of the half-wave case. The 
price t o  be paid is, of course, the need for four rectifiers 
as compared with two for rhe full-wave doubler. The trans- 
former will have the  same number of turns as  for the haIf- 
wave case. 

From the foregoing, it may be seen that the full-wave 
doubler and the bridge both use the transformer much more 
efficiently than the half-wave or full-wave circuits.  For 
equal rat ios of dc output voltage to transformer secondary 
voltage, the transformer utiIization is greater  by a factor of 
c f o r  the full-wave daubler and bridge circuits compared 
with half-wave or full-wave circuits. P u t  anocher way, the 
required window area is greater by fi for the half-wave or 

full-wave circuits a s  compared with the full-wave doubler 
or bridge circuit for equal temperature rise. See also Fig- 
ure 6. The choice betweea the full-wave doubler and the 
bridge is primarily a balance of rectifier-ersus-filter cost. 

V. DESIGN CURVES. 
Figure 4 h a s  been calcalated t o  show a number of para- 

meters in terms of the ratio RJR,. While these have been 
derived from conduction angle as parameter, the latter dEs- 

appeared in the pIotting. 
1. The lower four downward-sloping curves show the ra- 

tio of Idf te I, and are labeled for the conditions to which 
they apply. Their slope i s  geneialIy -1J6. The lower curve 
gives the nns cutrent, for the full-wave circuit, through each 

half of the center-tapped rectifier secondary winding. The 
next higher cume ( f i t i m e s  as large) gives the rms current 
through resistor R f  of the full-wave circuit. It is also the 
right one for bridge-type full-wave rectifiers. The proper 
one of these four curves or the corresponding curve of Fig- 
ure 5 should be used to determine how much copper is re- 
quired i n  a given winding. The curves may be used ro be 
sure that R f  is large enough to prevent excess ive  heating 
or surge currents in the rectifies. In the absence of speci. 
fic rectifier ratings, the ratio of t m s  current in each r e r  
tifier to  the  rated rectifier dc should be 2.5 or less. 

2. 'She upper three downward-sloping curves give the ra- 
t io  of peak current I,,, t o  I, for the half-wave, full-wave 
doubler, and the full-wave and bridge cases. Their sIope 
is generally -1/3. These should be consulted to be sure 
the peak current ratings of the rectifiers employed are not - 
exceeded. 

3. Of the s ix  upward-~I~ping CWCS, the  top one, the  third 
one, and the  fifth one (all solid-Line) show, for the full-wave 
doubter, haIf-wave, and full-wave and bridge cases, respec- 
tively, the I o s s  in voItage during the conduction angle in 
terms of the dc outpur voItage. Tbe slope is generaljy f2/3. 
You wil l  see, for instance,  that for a value of R/R, of 0.01 

(commonly encountered), the peak voltage V 1 af the crans- 
former secondary must be 17% higher than one-half of the dc 
output voltage in the full-wave doubler case, 11% higher 
than the full dc output voltage in the half-wave case, and 
6.7% higher far the bridge or full-wave case (one-half second- 

ary for chis last). The moral of th i s  is not so much that  



one circuit results i n  more vaItage loss than another, but 
rather that the choice of R/R, will usually be  different for 
each circuit. 

4. In case one is interested in the watts or vaIt-amperes 
demanded from the transformer in  comparison to the "usefuIm 
dc watts V, I, , the other three (second, fomh,  and lowest 
upward-sloping curves) should be consulted. The slope of 
these is also generally +2/3. Thus, for an R/R, of 0.01, 
the transformer supplies 13% more warts than the useful dc 
V, I, i n  the fuII-wave doubler case, 8.4% more in the half- 
wave case, and 5.3% more in  she bridge or fnlI-wave cases. 

(While the useful dc watts are sealIy VL I , ,  V, I, is the 
more significant quantity, since it is not affected by h e  fil- 
ter constants; rectifier performance should not be obscured 
by irrelevant variations in filters.) This i s  useful i n  help 

ing determine, by wattage rule of thumb, what size trans- 

former will  be needed for a given power supply. The curves 
of Figures 6 and 7 are also useful in this connection. 

Figure 5 is a replot of some of the data from Figure 4 
which shows directly the ratio of nns transformer current a d  
and of peak rectifier current to direct-load current versus 
output voItage expressed as  a percentage of the maximum 
attainable far the particular circuit i n  use. The appropriate 
values of R/R, have been spotted on these curves for several 
typical operating points. 

transformer is loaded to capacity, it may be preferable to 
use less than the optimum utilization factor in order to real- 
alize better regulation and better overaII power-supply ef- 
ficiency. A reduction to one-half of the optimum resistance 
will  increase output voltage from 78% to 86% and wilI re- 
duce the available output power for a given window area by 
only about 3%. For most cases, this  i s  agood startingpoinc 
for a practical design, the final compromise being one which 
allows full  layers of appropriate wire size i n  order to make 
good use of the available winding space. A further 2:1 
decrease to one-fourth of the optimum source resistance 
wiI1 increase the output mlcage to 91%, and will reduce the  
available power by about 10%. Only i n  unusual cases w o d d  
it be desirable to go further than t h i s  as  the effective c u p  
rents rise very rapidly beyond this point. When calculating 

open-circuit ~ o l t a g e s  using th i s  rigorous design procedure, 
do not include any "rule-of-thumbw regulation auowance; 
disregard the paragraph on page 8 of ESPD-TR entitled 
"Regulation Allowance". 

VI. DESIGN EXAMPLES. 

EXAMPLE 1. 

In  some cases, a trade between transformer headog cur- Output Requ iremenfs 
+ 

rent Ie f f  and the voltage loss  in curreot-limiting resistance 300 v at  60 ma (18 watts] with regulation of 15%per- 
R = R ,  + R, + Rt may be desiiabIe in order ta wind full 

mlssible, and 6.3 voIts ac at 3 amperes. 
layers in  the transforrner for best space utilization. 

Choice of Cireui, If the proper compromise arrived at from the curves of 
Figure 5 is not one far which R/R,  i s  shown directly, the Either a voltage daubIer or a bridge circuit seems reason- 

value for R/R, should be determined from fie cumes abIe for the high-voltage rectifier. Let us calculate the 

of Figure 4, working back from the chosen value of Iefr/ l , .  
After making allowance for R, and R,, RI: may be determined. 
In making the choice of Ietr,  any applicable limitations on 

alIowable filter capacitor ripple current should be taken in- 
to account. 

Figure 6a is a replot of the data aE Figure 4 to show 
transfmer utilization factor versus output voltage where 
the  output voltage is expressed as a percentage of the maxi- 
mum attainable for the particular circuit in use. The re- 
ciprocals of these curves, normalized to the value at opti- 
mum transformer utilization for the bridge or full-wave 
doubler circuit,  give a measure of relative window area re- 

quired of a transformer as t h e  design departs from t h e  
optimum utilization. These are plotted in Figure 6b. 

While the addition o f  appropriate series resistance to 
the rectifier circuit may resuIt in  optimum transformer utili- 
zation, the power lost Em the added series resistance is sip 
nificant, and the overall pewes-supply efficiency is less 
than if more transformer window area had been used to per- 

less extemaI resistance. Figure 7 shows overal1 power 
ply efficiency as a function of output voltage, neglect- 

transformer core loss. This indicates that, unless the 

bridge design first. 
Ttcnsformer Size 

The transformer utilization for the rectifier winding is 
665 (from Figure Ga), so we require a volt-ampere capa- 

city of 27 for the l&watt dc output. The heater winding 
requires 19 va, for a total of 46 ra, corntortably within 
the 50-va average rating of a type 485 core a s  shown on 
the Winding Standards chart of ESPD-TR. 
Transformer Primary 

The standard split primary is suitable. Each primary con- 
sists of 7 layers of No. 28 For a pileup of 107 m i l s  or 214 
mils tosaI, plus interwinding insulation (12 m i l s  each) and 

shield for a total of 240 mils, leaving 323 m i l s  for the  
secondaries. 

Transformer Secondaries (Bridge Rectifier) 

Assuming 15% regulation, the peak secondary voltage is: 
100 

V = - x 300 + 2 = 355 volts (allowing 2 volts for the 
85 

forward drop of the two rectifiers in series) 

- 3 ) ) -  E,, -E- 25 1, and at 5.74 twns/volt, we require 1440 

turns. 



From Figure 5, we see that: 
Ierf /1 ,=1.83,  so tha t  I P f f  =1.83 x 60=110 ma. 

At 825 circular mils per ampere, we need 825 x -11 =91 
circular mils. We choose No. 30 wue  (100.5 cm), thus 
helping to make up for the usual sIight deficiency i n  
primary wire size. We require 11.6 layers,  for a pileup of 
155 mils. 

The hearer winding requires 50 turns of No. 16 wire, 

exactly two Iavers, for a pi leup of 120 rniIs. Clearly there 
i s  plenty of space far interlayer insulation since the 
total secondary pileup is only 275 mils oat of 323 m i l s  
available. 

Rectifier Operafi ng Conditions 

Secondary resistance = 74 ohms (est.) 

- 1440 = 
Reflected primary resistance - - x 10 =48 ohms. 

Transformer resistance = 122 ohms. 
From Figure 5, R/R, =0.04 for V,/V1 =85%; 

- 300 volts = Since R - 5 kilohrns, R, 200 ~ h m s ,  and we 
60 ma 

should add an external cuttent-Iimiting resistor  of 78 ohms 
The peak rectifier current (from Figure 5.) will be 
5.3 I. =318 ma. 

The surge current wilI be = 
200 0. 

1.8 amperes. The p a k  

inverse rating must be a t  least 355 x 1.1 = 400 volts to 
take care of high line conditions. The small lead- 
mounted rectifiers such a s  2RE-1002 easily meet these 

requirements. 

Filter Capac itar (Bridge Circuit) 

For CR, > 250 (where C is in p f ,  and R, in  kiIohms), C 
must be at least  50 p f ,  with a voltage rating of at l ea s t  
4Ml volts. It must handle a ripple current of 

1. xv[F)!j2 -1 '60 x \ i m ' 9 2  ma. 
o (from Figure 3) 

The Iatge sect ion of a COE-10 offers 50 pf at  a working 
voltage of 450 volts and a ripple current rating of 375 mils 
and is, therefwe, quite adequate. The peak-to-peak 

ripple voltage will  be ( f m m  Figure 3)= % of Yo or 3% 
CR, 

of 300 volts = 9  volts, but th is  can readily-be reduced 2: 1 
by using a11 sec t ions  of the COE-I0 in  parallel t o  give 
C = 1m )*I. 

Alferna~ltive Voltage-Doubler Design 

A t  the present time, rectifier prices are se low chat 
the two extra rectifiers in t h e  bridge circui t  are usually 
less expensive and certainly smaller than rhe extra fil- 
ter capacitor required by the voltage doubler, but it i s  
inieresting to summarize the results of calculations for 
the lamer case. Based on the 15% reguhtion requirement, 
R/%,=0.01, Ietf /1 ,  E3.7, for l e f t  -222 m a ,  just twice the 

value for the bridge design. The peak voltage of 176 volts 

(124-v rms) is haIf that far the bridge design. 
The transformer secondary would cons is t  of 712 t u r n s  

of No. 27 wire, eight full layers,  for a pileup of 154 mils, - 
identical to the bridge design. The transformer resistance 
= 20 ohms (secondary} + 12 ohms (reflected primary). 
Since the  desired value of R 3 0  0 (R/R, =().Dl), an 
18-ohm external series resistor  would be required. The 

rectifier peak inverse rating i s  2 . 1  (3 +V = 1.1 x 
2 

(150 + 176) =360 volts, IittIe changed f rom the bridge 
d e s i ~ n .  The same 2RE-1002 rectifiers will be suitabIe. 

The filter capacitors should have twice the capa- 
citance of those for the  bridge circuit,  but need only haIf 
the voltage rating, A pair of COE-88 would be suitable 
(100 pf, 200-v dc) bur ripple would be double that  for 
the bridge circuit using the whole COE-ID, and safety 
margin on voltape wouM be minimal. A pair of COE-41 
(160 kr f ,  3QQv dc) would be preferable, though rippIe 
wouId s t i l l  be 25% higher than for the  bridge circuit 
example. 

EXAMPLE 2. 
I : 

Output Requirements 

30 volts dc at  3 amperes (90 watts), with 10% regulation. 
Choice of Circuit 

The logical choice i s  a bridge rectifier since good low 
voltage, high-current rectifiers are reasonable in c o s t  and 
srnaEI in site. The only other circuit which utilizes the  
transformer efficiently is the vaItage doubler, which would 
require more cosrIy filter capaciturs. 
Transformer Size 

For a single secondary, we should be able to approxi- 
mate a n  optimum design. From Figure 6a, w e  find that 
transformer utilization at 10% regulation =63%. The 365 
care with an optimum rating of 150 va couId give up to  
95 watts at 63% utilization, s o  we might be able to get the 
desired 90 watts  of dc .  

Trcns former Primary 

At th i s  high utiIizatlon we will requite an optimum rather 
than standard primary, wound in  such fashion as to leave 
maximum space for copper in the secondary. The 413 
turns of recommended No. 23 wue  for each split primary 
require 5.24 layers. By winding the fractional lagers of 
each primry adjacent to each other, the whoIe primary can 
be put in  II layers for a total of 330 mils including inter- 
Iayer insulation, thus  leaving 360 mils apnilabte for the 
secondary. Note that even the "optimum" primary is about 
one wire size smaIl since a t  150 va, we would have 

-- 15' - 1.3 amperes, requiring 1300 circular mils or a pair 
1 I5 



of No. 22 primaries, Use of No. 22 wire wwuld resu l t  i n  a 
piIeup of 390 mils including interlayer insulation, which 
is mere than half the allowable pileup, and would not 
leave adequate room for the secondaty. Actually, this 
deviation from the  nominal cross-sectional requirement is 
probably acceptable because she primary, being c l o s e  to 
the core material, can dissipate its heat more effectively 
than can the secondary. It behooves u s ,  however, to pro- 
vide some extra secondary capacity if w e  are to keep  the 
operating temperature under contio1. On a tight design such 
as this, the final acceptability is based on a winding 
temperature not to exceed 105 OC under the leas t  favor- 
able line and ambient conditions; th i s  should be verified 
by actual  rest. 

Transformer Secondary 

Assuming 10% regulation, the peak secondary voltage V 1 

is 33.3 volts plus 2.4 volts so allow for the forward drop 
of two rectifiers, or 35.7' volts peak, 25.3 volts  sms. A t  
3.59 turns/volt, w e  require 91 turns. From Figure 5, we see 

that I , i f / Io = 2.03, so we require 6090 circular mils. In 
view of the  marginal primary, we should t ry  for extra 
secondary copper t o  improve the average, and note that  
size B rectangular wire offers 7060 circular mils. We can 
get up ta  96 tuns i n  6 layers for a pileup of 342 mils, so 

we can get the 91 turns in with some margin in  case the 
aIlotment for rectifier drop turns out too low. 
Rectifier Operating Conditions 

secondary resistance (91 turns of "B") =0.097 ohm 

Reflected primary resistance X 2.53 = 0.123 ohm 

Transformer resis tance = 0.220 ohm 

For 10% regulation, RJR, =0.021; since R, = 10 ohms, 
R = 0.21 ohm desired versus 0.22 ohm already in the  
transformer. Clearly no exrema1 se r i e s  resistor  is re- 
quired. 

Ieff/I,  = 2.03, hence I,[[ = 6.1 amperes 
- 

I,,,/I,= 5 .2> ,  hence I,,, - 13.8 amperes (peak tectifier 
current) 

- 3 5 . 7 ~  -- 
' surge  0.22~ = 162 amperes. 

Peak inverse voltage =36 x 1.1 =40 volts (allowing for 
high line). These ratings are readily provided by the low- 

cost type ZRE-1005 and -1006 (IN3492 and m349ZR) 
rectifiers. 

Filter Capacitor 

For CR, > 250 (where C is in microfarads and R, i n  
kilohms), C must be at l e a s t  25,000 microfarads. 
TIP dc  working voltage should be 40 volts, with corres- 
pondingly higher surge voltage rating. It must handle a 
ripple current of 1.77 1, or 5.3 amperes. Since the largest 
preferred capacitor of adequate voltage ratings has only 
2400 p f capaci tance (COE-821, a large can unit such as 

Aerovox 61QE3I89.M (3 ' dia. x 4-5/8 " high, sirnilas to 
COE-67 in  size) with a capacitance of 24,400 pf, a work- 
ing voltage rating of 40 volts, a surge ratirlg of 60 vofts, 

and a ripple current racing of 5.98 amperes should pro- 
bably be employed. 

13W The peak-to-peak ripple voltage will be - % of V, 
CR, 

(from Figure 3) ' 3% oh 30 volts = 0.7 volt. 



HALF WAVE FULL WAVE 

Figure 3a. 

Peak inverse voltage on rectifier .=V,+ V r  
For 60-cycle line frequency: 

peok-to-peak ripple 1500 % e- 
Y o  CRo 

r-rn-s capeitor ripple current 

10 

(fundamental frequency is 60 cycles) 

Figure 3b. 

Peak inverse voltage on rectifier = V, + V1 

For 60-cycle line frequency: -7 

r-rn-s ripple ~ 2 2 0 %  
v n  cao 

I pok-to-peak "7.5 2 
ripple volts C 

r-rn-s copaci tor ripple current = 
1, 

(fundamental frequency is 120 eye les) 

R ,  resistance of one-half of secondary, including 
reflected pr irnary resistance. 

R, = resistance of one rectifier 

Rf  can b e  in the center tap return and of the 
same value as each separate resistor. 

Figure 3. Recfifier cf rcuits with large capacitance (CR, > 250) input filter. 



FULL-WAVE DOUBLER BRIDGE 

Figure 3c. Figure 3d. 

Peak inverse voltage on rectifier =Vo/2  + V ,- Peak inverse voltage on rectifier = V1 

For 60-cycle line frequency: For 60-cycle line frequency: 

r-m-s ripple,w % 
v0 - CR, 

peak-to-peok ,I 10 

ripple volts -€- 

r-rn-s ripple 220 
&- % 

v, CR, 
peak-to-peak ripple, LI_0 % 

yo - CR, 

peak-ts-peok I 
ripple volts *7.5 f 

r-m-s capacitor ripple current r-m-s capacitor ripple current =\iw 
0 1, 

(fundamental frequency i s  60 cycles) 

R, =resistance of one rectifier 

r-m-s current in rectifier = 0.707 x l , f f  

(fundamental frequency is  120 cycles) 

R, resistance o f  two rectifiers in series 

r-rn-s current in reclifier = 0.707 x l e f f  

FOR ALL CIRCUITS 

C i s  in mfd, Ie fF is  r-rn-s current in transformer secondary, I ,  i s  in ma, R, i s  in kilohms, V 1  = ~ e a k  open-circuit 

R = Rf  + R, + R, where: R f  =current- l imiting feed resistor voItage. 

R, =rectifier forward resistance 
R, = resistance of transformer secondary -t reflected primary resistance 

Rectifier transient switching surge current = V f / R  (worst case). 
1 _ 





l e t f  = r-m-5 current in transformer secondary 

I m a r  = peak rectifier currenf 

I, =direct current in load 
Maximum output voltage is voltage which circuit would 
develop at no lood. 

F w  full-wave doubler, this is 2 times peak secondary voltage. 

For bridge nnd holf-wove, this is  1 times peak secondary voltage. 

For full-wave this is  1 times voltage of one-half of secondary. 

- 

% MAXIMUM OUTPUT VOLTAGE 2 

Figure 5. Current ratios versus valtmge rafio. 



X OF MAXMUM OUTPUT VOLTAGE 

Figure 6a. Transformer utilization factor 
versus voltage ratio. 
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POWEfi SUPPLY EFFICIENCY =  US^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ 
I NEGLECTING TRANSFORMER CORE LOSSES ) 

Figure 7. Power supply efficiency versus 
voltage ratio. 

Figure 6b. Window utilization versus 
volfage ratio. 
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